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ABSTRACT 
The problem of hiding internal steps in a system of processes is addres-
sed within the framework of process algebra. Using a graph representation of 
processes that represents process merge as a cartesian product on graphs, we 
introduce bisimulation modulo internal steps, an equivalence relation on the 
algebra of processes. Bisimulation is not a congruence, but we identify an 
important subalgebra, the algebra of guarded and bounded processes, on which 
bisimulation is a congruence. 
This congruence is shown to be a useful abstraction tool in two examples 
concerning simple communication protocols. 
KEY WORDS & PHRASES: nondeterministic processes, process algebra, process 
graphs, merge, concurrency, synchronisation, hiding in-
ternal steps, fixed point equations, bisimulation, com-
munication protocols 
*) This report will be submitted for publication elsewhere. 

1 
INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a finite domain of atomic actions. We conceive a process as some 
finite or infinite configuration of these atomic actions; here one may t.hink 
of rooted transition graphs, labeled by atomic actions, which include trees 
and sequences. 
In the discussion at the end of the paper we will expand on different 
points of view one may have concerning the very concept of a process. We will 
specify the behaviour of processes by means of algebraic equation systems. 
The main operators on processes that we consider are these: 
+ choice 
sequential composition 
Li_ Left mer>ge 
II mer>ge 
and the algebraic laws specifying their behaviour constitute the following 
axiom system PA: 
X + y = y + X 
x + (y + z) = (x + y) + z 
X + X = X 
(x + y) .z = x.z + y.z 
(x.y) .z = x. (y.z) 
xllY = xl[_y + ylJ_x 
alJ_x = a.x 
ax[Ly = a(xllY) 
(x + y)Li_z = xll_z + ylj_z 
In Section 1 we comment on these axioms. 
Al 
A2 
A3 
A4 
AS 
Ml 
M2 
M3 
M4 
Though not explicit in PA, it may be the case that different atoms have 
a different status. Especially one may wish to call certain actions E ~ A 
2. 
visible (external) and the other actions invisible (internal). The typical 
way for internal actions to arise is as internal communications in a network 
of processes; this will be explained in detail in Section 4 and illustrated 
by the two examples in Sections 5 and 6. 
Now the important problem (which has been addressed in the litterature 
previously at several occasions, see the discussion in Section 7) is to pro-
vide an abstraction mechanism to hide invisible actions. Such a mechanism is 
explained in Section 3, and constitutes the main result of this paper. 
The structure of this paper is as follows: 
1. SEMANTICS OF PA 
1.1. Process algebras. 
1.2. Aw, the initial algebra of PA over A. 
1.3. An, the initial model modulo n. 
1.4. The projective limit A00 of the structures An. 
1.5. B00 (E,I): processes with bounded internal traces. 
2. GRAPH REPRESENTATION OF FINITE PROCESSES 
2.1. Process graphs. 
2.2. Operations on process graphs. 
2.3. Mapping graphs onto processes. 
3. SEMANTICS OF PA IN THE PRESENCE OF INTERNAL ACTIONS 
3.1. Bisimulation modulo internal actions. 
3.2. Bisimulation is (conditionally) preserved by the operators on process graphs. 
3. 3. Bisimulation equivalence modulo I on (EU I)w. 
3.4. Bisimulation equivalence modulo I on guarded processes. 
3.5. External projections. 
3.6. Bisimulation modulo I on bounded processes. 
3.7. GB 00 (E,I): guarded and bounded processes over E,I. 
4. INTERNAL ACTIONS AS A RESULT OF INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS 
4.1. Algebra of communicating processes (ACP). 
4.2. Locations. 
5. EXAMPLE: CONNECTING TWO BAGS 
6. EXAMPLE: A SIMPLE COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL 
7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 
8. APPENDIX: AN ALGEBRAIC CHARACTERIZATION OF BISIMULATION MODULO INTERNAL STEPS FOR FINITE 
PROCESSES 
8.0. Introduction. 
8.1. A characterization of bisimulation modulo I onfi A" 
8.2. An axiomatization for the congruence ~I on Gw(E,I) 
REFERENCES 
1. SEMANTICS OF PA 
1.1. Process algebras. 
In the axioms pre$ented in the Introduction, 'a' ranges over atomic actions 
and x,y,z range over arbitrary processes. Instead of x.y we also write xy. 
A process algebra over A is an algebra 
(P,+,•,LL ,11,{a} A) 
aE 
satisfying the axioms Al-5,Ml-3 where M2 and M3 should be read as axiom 
schemes in which all constants aE A have to be substituted. 
We will now describe the most important model of PA. 
1.2. A , the initial algebra of PA over A. 
w 
Let TA(+,•, ll , II) be the free algebra of closed (+, •, ll , II )-terms over A. 
PA generates a congruence_ on this term algebra. Now A is just: PA w 
There are some important observations about Aw to be made. Let TA(+,•) be 
the free algebra of (+,•)-terms over A. Then the natural homomorphism~= 
is a surjection on A. This means that each p EA can be represented as a 
w w 
term not containing LL. and II . 
3 
Secondly, two terms t 1 ,t2 E TA(+,•) have identical meaning in Aw if and 
only if they can be proved equal using Al-5 only. (In data type terminology: 
Aw is an enrichment of TA(+,•)/ -Al-S .) 
The main drawback of A is that it does not allow solving fixed point 
w 
equations: in A there is no x with x =ax+ b. Therefore other models must 
w 
be taken into account, because fixed point equations are the main specifica-
tion tool of process algebra. 
1.3. A: the initial model modulo n. 
n 
We will now develop a family of finite models of PA, all of which are homo-
morphic images of A. 
w 
Let (x) , the n-th projection of x EA , be defined for n E {l, 2, .. } as 
n w 
4 
follows: 
(a) = a 
n 
(ax) 1 = a 
(ax) = a(x) 
n+l n 
(x + y) = (x) + (y) 
n n n 
The domain of A consists of all (x) for x EA (i.e. those y for which 
n n 
y = (y) ) . 
n 
Now + n, •· n, ll_ n, II n are defined on A as follows: 
n 
n 
X -t- y (x + y) 
n 
n X ,, y = (x.y) 
n 
x Ii n Y = (x!lyJ 
n 
x lln Y = (xllY)n 
This gives us 
n n n n 
A (A ) (+ , • , lL , II ) , 
n w n 
which we will write for simplicity as 
A A (+,·,ll_,lll-
n n 
There are obvious homomorphisms ct> : A ~A, and for each n there is a 
n+l n w n 
homomorphism ct> A ~ A such that the following diagram commutes: 
n n+l n 
A -----A 
n n+l 
n+l 
<l>n 
REMARK. It was shown in [5] that in A each equation of the form x = t(x) 
n 
has a solution. If x occurs guarded int, like in t(x) = (axlla(x+b)) + ex, 
then the unique solution is found by iterated (n times) substitution. If x 
is not guarded int, like in t(x) = xii (ax+b) + ex, then a more combinatorial 
argument shows the existence of a solution. 
00 
1.4. The projective limit A of the structures A. 
n 
The ingredients described in the previous subsection, viz. 
A 
n 
n+l $ : A 1~A n n+ n 
$ : A ~A 
n w n 
00 
together with the commuting diagram above lead to a projective Limit A. 
00 
Elements of A are the projective sequences, i.e. sequences (p1 ,p2 , ... ) with 
p EA and p = $ n+l (p 1 ) for all n. The operations +, •, lL and II are def i-n n n n n+ 
ned component-wise. 
5 
A 00 serves as a standard modeL of PA in our considerations. It is in fact 
an algebraic reconstruction of the space of uniform processes over A as defi-
00 
ned in_ DE BAKKER & ZUCKER [3,41. The model A inherits its ability to solve 
fixed point equations from the structures A. 
n 
00 • 1.5. B (E,I): processes with bounded internal traces. 
We assume in this subsection that A = E u I and E n I = fl). Actions in E are ex-
ternal, and actions in I are internal. 
We focus attention on a subalgebra B00 (E,I) of A00 ( = (E UI) 00 ). This sub-
00 , 00 
algebra B (E, I) contains those processes (p1 ,p2 , ... ) in (Eu I) which satis-
fy the following condition: 
for each k ~ 1 there is a bound e ~ 1 on the length of traces consisting 
of internal steps only that occur in the p and which start at level k. 
n 
""""----1--.----------·· 
k k+e 
(Heavy lines denote internal steps.) 
6 . 
This rather informal description is clarified by the following formal defini-
tion. 
The operation tr: A • A* defines the trace set of p EA as follows: 
w w 
tr(a) = {a} 
tr (ax) = a* tr (x) 
tr(x + y) = tr(x) u tr(y). 
If a EA*, then [a] denotes its n-th component (provided n ~ lth(a)). 
n 
CX) 
Now the condition on B (E,I) reads as follows: 
p = (p1 ,p2 , ... ) has bounded internal traces if for each k there is an 
e ~ 1 such that for all a E tr (pk+e) : 
[ a ] k E I ~ (1th ( a ) ~ k+e v :3 1 ~ j ~ e [ a ] k+ j E E) . 
B00 (E,I) contains all processes of (E UI) 00 which have bounded internal traces. 
CX) CX) 
It is not difficult to see that B (E, I) is indeed a subalgebra of (Eu I) . 
CX) 
The importance of B (E,I) is that it provides a process algebra where in 
principle abstraction from internal steps is conceivable. We can hardly ex-
pect for instance to eliminate internal steps from a process like a+ iw 
(iw = i.iw) which diverges when choosing for the internal option. 
1.5.1. THEOREM. Let x = t(x) be an equation in which each occurrence of x ~s 
guarded (preceded in the formation tree oft) by some external action. 
Then the unique fixed point of x = t(x) in A00 is contained in B00 (E,I). 
PROOF. In this proof we work on terms modulo the equality generated by A2,A5 
(associativity of• and+). Consider Al,A4,Ml-4 and use these axioms as re-
write rules from left to right. Then each term t can be rewritten to a normal 
form t'. (See [6] for an analysis of the term rewriting system associated 
with PA.) 
During this rewriting procedure, the symbols (actions) from t can be 
traced to their positions int' (for this reason we exclude A3 for the time 
being) . In other words, each symbol EE u I, or rather symbol occurrence, in t' 
derives from a unique 'ancestor' symbol (occurrence) int. 
Some terminology: the inverse notion of 'ancestor' is 'descendant'. 
Furthermore, if tis a term and u1 ,u2 are two symbol occurrences int, write 
u1 ~ u 2 ("u1 guards u 2") if u1 is above u 2 in the formation tree of t. 
7 
Now let t + ••• + t' , where ' + ' denotes a rewrite step, and observe: 
(1) If u is a symbol occurrence int, then the descendants of u int' are 
incomparable w. r. t. 2""" • 
(2) If u1 ,u2 are symbol occurrences int and u1 ~u2 , then every descendant 
of u 2 int' is guarded by some descendant of u1 int'. 
From these observations it is straightforward to derive the fact that the 
length of internal traces starting at level n in the fixed point of x = t(x), 
cannot exceed the bound p.n where pis the number of occurrences of internal 
actions in t(x). D 
2. GRAPH REPRESENTATION OF FINITE PROCESSES 
2.1. Process graphs. 
A process graph over a set of atoms A is a rooted, directed multigraph whose 
edges are labeled by elements from A. 
Example: 
In this paper only acyclic and finite process graphs will be used. 
Let ~A be the collection of acyclic and finite process graphs. Let~ 
denote the graph without edges. A surjective mapping [ ]: ~A\{~}~ Aw is 
defined as follows: 
[ . a > ] = a; 
if a 1 , ... ,ak are the edges starting from the root of g and a(i) are 
the labels, p(i) the endpoints of these edges, then 
k 
[g] = I a(i> .[gfp(i> ]. 
i=l 
Here gfp(i) is the subgraph of g with root p(i) and a(i)[~] is just a(i). 
In the case of the example above one obtains: 
a(ca + da) + b(ea + b(d + c + b)). 
8 
2.2. Operations on process graphs. 
f A will now be enriched with four operations: +, •, x_, and x. 
Let g1 ,q2 E (;A. Then g 1 + g 2 is obtained by glueing the roots of g 1 and 
g 2 together. Example: 
Further, g 1 •92 is obtained by glueing together the root of g 2 and all endpoints 
of g1 , as in: 
.t$t 
el fl . 
Next, g = g 1 xg2 is obtained by taking g to be the cartesian product of g 1 and 
g 2 , as follows. Let r 0 , ... ,rn be the nodes of g 1 and s 0 , ... ,sm the nodes of 
g 2 ; r 0 and s 0 are the respective roots. Then the product graph g has nodes 
(ri,sj) where i,;;;n, j,;:;m, the root is (r0 ,s0 ) and the edges are given by: 
if -~ r., is in then ( r. , s_.) a ( r, I IS , ) is in r. gl, g; l l 
if -~ is s. S • I 
J J 
Note that each edge in g1 
number of edqes in g. and 
. l 
e(g) e(gl).jg2j + 
in g2' then 
occurs lg2 I 
I g. I is the 
l 
e(g2).jglj. 
Example: 
gl • 
a )I 
gl x g2 a 
b 
a 
C 
C 
a a 
d 
a 
l J l J 
(r.,s.) a (r.,s.,) is in g. 
l J l J 
= m+l times in g. Thus if e(g.) is 
l 
number of nodes in g., then 
l 
a 
b 
a 
b 
a 
b 
a 
a 
the 
Finally, if g1 '/ fl' then g1 x_ g 2 is defined just as g1 x g 2 but now dele-
ting all edges of the form 
and thereafter removing all inaccessible nodes (as well as the edges they 
support}. 
If g1 = fl' then g1 x__ 92 = fl'. 
Example: 
a a 
91 b 
a a 
92 b 91 x_ 
92 b b b 
a 
C b C C 
a a a a 
d b d 
a 
b 
2.3. Mapping graphs onto processes. 
Let f; = fA - {fl'}. Now f; can be made into an algebra of the same signature 
of process algebras: 
f ~ ( + I • I x.._ I X } • 
9 
This algebra is not a process algebra - it does not satisfy (x + y} .z = x.z + y.z 
for instance. However, there is the following theorem, which says that 
f~(+,•,x_,x) is a representation of Aw. 
THEOREM. [ ] : f~ (+, •, ><-, x} ~Aw(+,·, lL , II) is a homomorphism. 
PROOF. [g1 + g2 ] = [g1] + [g2 ] and [g1 .g2] = [g1 ].[g2] is immediate. 
That [g1x..g2 ] = [g1 ]lj_[g2] and [g1 x g2] = [g1 ]ll[g2] is shown with a straight-
forward induction on 191 1 + 192 1. D 
10 
3. SEMANTICS OF PA IN THE PRESENCE OF INTERNAL ACTIONS 
In this section we assume that the alphabet A of atomic actions is partitio-
ned into two disjoint and nonempty subsets E and I. Actions in E are conside-
red external, or visible. Actions from I are internal (invisible, inert). As 
a rule a,b,c,d, ... will denote external actions, and i,j,i' ,j' , ... will de-
note internal actions. 
Our aim is to find an equivalence relation which identifies processes 
having the same behaviour as seen from outside. To provide some intuition 
about these matters, we consider two small examples first. Let p = aib, 
q = ab: 
p: q: 
Then we postulate that p and q have equivalent external behaviour. However, 
let now p' = a(ib + jc) and q' = a(b + c). 
p I: i1.i 
b ( )c 
q,: _al 
h 
In this case we view p' and q' as inequivalent. The argument is that there 
is a context in which p' deadlocks but q' does not. To see this note that 
b + c represents a guarded command. In CSP-like notation we could interpret 
p' and q' as follows: 
p' C 1x 1· 
[ q' 11 rl 
( (x:=x; c1 !y) D (y:=y; c 2?y)) 
(z:=x); (y:=z), and 
[p' II r] = (z:=x); (x:=x; deadlockOy:=y; y:=z). 
This finishes our small examples, now we proceed with a formal description 
of bisimulat:i.on modulo I. 
3.1. Bisimulation modulo internal actions. 
A tl'ace a is a possibly empty finite string over Eu I (thus cr E- (EU I)*). 
With e(cr) we denote the trace cr in which all internal steps are erased (in 
detail: e is the homomorphism e: (Eu I)* ~ E* generated by e (A) = A, 
e(i) = A, e(a) = a, where iEI, aEE and A is the empty word). 
Consider a process graph g over E U I. A path ,r: s 0 
sequence of the form 
» sk in g is a 
(k ~ 0) where the s. are 
1. 
each e. is the label of 
1. 
nodes, the h. 
1. 
edge h .. (The 
1. 
are edges betweens. ands. 1 , and 1. 1.+ 
h. are needed because we work with 
1. 
11 
multigraphs.) The trace :uz.ace (n) associated to this path is just e 0 e1 ... ek_1 . 
3.1.1. DEFINITION. A bisimuLation modulo I between two process graphs g1 and 
g 2 is a relation Ron NODES(g1 ) xNODES(g2 ) satisfying the following conditions: 
( i) ( ROOT ( g l ) , ROOT ( g 2 ) ) E R, 
(ii) Domain(R) = NODES(g1 ) and Codomain(R) = NODES(g2 ), 
(iii) For each pair (s1 ,s2 ) ER and for each path n 1 : s 1 )) t 1 in g1 there 
is a path 1r 2 : s 2 ~> t 2 in g 2 such that (t1 , t 2 ) ER and 
e(bz.ace(n 1 )) = e(bz.ace(n 2)). 
R 
R 
(iv) Likewise for each pair (s1 ,s2 )ER and for each path n 2 : s 2 :»t2 
in g 2 there is a path n1 : s 1 ~ t 1 in g1 such that (t1 ,t2 ) ER 
and e(bz.ace(n1 )) = e(bz.ace(n 2 )). 
R 
____________ __,. ___ ._s2 
I 
1T 1 I 
I 
tlt ------ - R ---------
12 
3.1.2. DEFINITION. Process graphs g 1 and g 2 are bisimulation equivalent 
(modulo I) if there is a bisimulation (modulo.I) R between g1 and g 2 . 
3.1.3. NOTATION. We write g1 ~I g 2 for bisimulation equivalence modulo I. 
Usually we will omit the subscript I. 
It is easy to see that== is indeed an equivalence relation. 
3.1.4. EXAMPLES. In this subsection we present several positive and negative 
examples of bisimulation modulo I. 
Positive examples: 
a a a a 
b 
b 
b b 
Negative examples. In the pictures below we see the pairs which any potential 
bisimulation of the graphs must contain. However (consider the first picture 
below) from the node s 1 a c-step to si is possible and not from s 2 , from which 
it follows that no proper bisimulation can be found.-The difficulty reveals it-
self in the picture by the pair of heavy lines. 
a a 
b 
b 
a 
a a 
b C 
The last example was also discussed in the introduction of this section. 
3.2. Bisimulation is (conditionally) preserved by the operators on process 
graphs. 
13 
Let a process graph be called externally qu,arded if it does not allow a non-
empty internal first step. We will in short call such graphs guarded. 
·14 
E.g. rJ:.. is not guarded. A guarded process graph is called in MILNER [13] 
' stable' . lb 
THEOREM. Suppose_ g1 ~ gi and g 2 ~ g2, then: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
9 { 9 2 ~ 9 ixg2 
9 1 + 9 2 ~ gi + g2 provided g1 ,g2,gi,g2 are guarded, 
x:..... g ~ , " , v ·d d g d g • d d 91 2 - 91 ,_g2 pro~ e 1 an 1 are guar e. 
PROOF. (i) is illustrated by the picture below: 
( 
R 
Here R is just the image of R1 u R2 after the appropriate identifications have 
been made. (Viz. identifying all endpoints of g 1 with the root of g 2 and like-
wise for gi and g 2.) 
(ii) Suppose g 1 
where R1 ® R2 contains ((s1 ,s2),(si,s2)) iff (s1 ,si)ER1 and (s2 ,s2)ER2 . 
It is easily verified that R1 ® R2 is a bisimulation indeed. 
(iii) Again a picture is useful. 
gi + g2. The requirement that the graphs are 
15 
guarded, guarantees that R1 and R2 do not unpleasantly interfere after iden-
tifying the roots of g1 ,g2 and gi,g2. (Cf. the second negative example in 3.1.4.) 
(iv) As defined in 2.2 g1 X...g2 is just a subgraph of g1 x g 2 . Taking the appro-
priate subset of R1 * R2 we obtain a correct bisimulation. 
The proviso that g1 ,gi are guarded is essential; e.g. let gi,gi be as 
follows: 
g• r 
1 a! 2 b g• I 
and g' )(_g' is 1 2 7 
and these graphs are not bisimulation equivalent. (In algebraic terms: 
ia LI_ b = i(allb) = i(ab + ba), all_b = ab.) 
3.3. Bisimulation equivalence modulo I on (E UI) • 
w 
The notion of bisimulation (modulo I) on graphs immediately leads to a corre-
sponding notion on finite processes. 
DEFINITION. For p,qE (E uI) we define p ~ q if there are process graphs g 
w p 
and gq over E UI such that p = [gp], q = [gq] and gp =!: gq. 
16 
In order to verify that bisimulation equivalence (mod.I) has been cor-
rectly defined this way, we must check that [g1 ] = [g2 ] implies g1 ~ g 2 • 
A formal proof of this fact requires an essentially straightforward but never-
theless slightly.tedious induction on the number of nodes of g1 and g 2 . 
3.4. ~I on guarded processes: G (E,I)/~. 
w I 
DEFINITION. G (E, I) is the subalgebra of (EU I) consisting of (externally) 
w w 
guarded processes only. 
THEOREM. ~I ~s a congruence relation on Gw(E,I). 
PROOF. This follows immediately from the analysis of~ on process graphs 
(Theorem 3. 2) . D 
Notice that E is a subalgebra of G (E,I). 
w w 
PROPOSITION. Restricted to Ew, ~I coincides with identity ( in (E u I) WJ. 
PROOF. One must show that whenever g and g are process graphs over E with p q 
g =:= g we have in (Eu I) that [ g ] = [ g ] . This is done using inductions p I q w p q 
on I NODES ( g ) I and I NODES ( g ) I . D p q 
3.5. External projections of finite processes. 
In the presence of internal steps the original projections (x) loose much 
n 
of their attraction. For instance, 
but 
iabc - abc 
-I 
This leads to introducing external projections that do not suffer from this 
kind of anomaly w.r.t. ~I. For XE (EUI)w and n~l we define (x): as follows: 
(i) e = e· i (i EI); (a) = a (a E E) ; 
n n 
(ix) e 
n 
= 
. ( e l. X) ; 
n 
e (ax) 1 = a; 
e e )e e e (ax)n+l = a (x) ; (x + = (x) + (y) . n y n n n 
3.5.1. THEOREM. For p,qE(EUI)w, n;;,: 1: 
=;> ( ) e e p ==1 q ~ (q) . P n -I n 
PROOF. Obvious. D 
---
3.5.2. THEOREM. For p,q E (EU I) , 
w 
~ Vn~l ( ) e e p 
-
q 
-
(q) . I P n -1 n 
PROOF. For n sufficiently large we have (p)e = p and (q)e = q. D 
--- n n · 
3.5.3. LEMM~. The fo7:lowing properties hold for (.)eon (Eu I) : 
n w 
(i) 
(ii) 
e (x • y) = 
n 
(xllY)e = 
n 
( •• ·; LI_ e e lL e e 1,"1,1,. (x y) = ( (x) (y) ) • 
n n n n 
PROOF. Straightforward. • 
17 
e Let (E u I) be the set 
n 
e 
of all (x) for X E (E u I) , for some fixed n ~ l. 
. e e lL e d II e The operations+,. , an 
n n n n 
e e (x +n y) = (x + y)n 
n w 
are defined on (Eu I) e 
n 
etc. Thus we obtain a process algebra 
(EU I) e (+, •, lL , II) 
n 
for each n ;;,:.l. 
3.6. Bisimulation modulo I on bounded processes. 
as follows: 
We want to use Theorem 3.5.2 as a basis for defining ~I on processes in the 
a, 
algebra of bounded processes B (E,I). In order to do so, we need the following 
definition. 
3.6.1. DEFINITION. For p = (p1 ,p2 , ... ) E Ba,(E,I) and n;;,:.l: 
( ) e = lim (p.) e 
p n i+ w i n 
18 
The existence of this limit is the very implication of the fact that 
00 
p EB (E, I). Indeed, this existence could be used for an alternative defini-
00 
tion of B (E,I). 
3.6.2. DEFINITION. For p,qEB00 (E,I) we define p -E-4I q if 
"P-1 1 ()e-v n ~ : p n -I 
e (q) • 
n 
00 
In this way ..-1 becomes an equivalence relation on B (E,I) but not a congruence. 
00 
3.7. GB (E,I): guarded and bounded processes over E UI. 
We combine previous observations as follows: let 
00 00 00 
GB (E,I) = G (E,I) n B (E,I) 
00 00 
where G (E,I) contains all externally guarded processes of (E UI) . 
3.7.1. THEOREM. ~I is a congPuence on GB00 (E,I). 
PROOF. Straightforward. 0 
We conclude that a factor algebra GB00 (E,I)/~I exists in which E00 can be 
isomorphically embedded. 
00 
3.7.2. THEOREM. In GB (E,I)/~I each equation o.f the foPm 
X = t (X) 
e 
with t an E(+,•,lL ,11>-tePm in which each occuPPence o.f xis guaPded, posses-
e 
ses a unique solution. 
00 
PROOF. Because x = t (x) has already a solution in E, the existence of the 
--- e 
00 
solution in GB (E,I)/~I is clearly guaranteed. 
Now suppose that both p and q solve x = te(x). Then p ~I te(p) and 
q :!t:::?I te(q), thus arguing with induction on n: 
(p)ne ~I (t (p))e -e n -I 
e e (t ((p) 1)) ~I 
e n- n 
e ) e e ( )e (t ( (q) 1 ) ~I (t (q)) -I q n 
e n- n e n 
whence p S::::::!'I q. D 
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4. INTERNAL ACTIONS AS A RESULT OF INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS 
4.1. Algebra of communicating processes (ACF). 
we start with describing the structure of the set of atomic actions common 
to our examples. 
Let A = E u { o} u I u H be a disjoint partitioning of A, with: 
E: external actions 
I: internal actions 
H: hidden or subatomic actions 
o: new constant for deadlock (or failure). 
00 
In our examples we will illustrate how the abstraction theory for GB (E,I) 
can be applied. To this end we introduce subatomic actions H. These actions 
have to communicate (cooperate) in any process execution. A typical example 
of subatomic actions is presented by the CSP primitives C!x and C?y. These 
actions can communicate, thus yielding an assignment: 
C!x I C?y = (y:=x). 
The algebra of communicating processes ACF, see~~, results from PA by adding 
a communication operator "J". On atoms .J. yields atoms, thus we assume that 
aJbEA for each a,bEA. 
If aJb =owe say that a and b do not communicate. 
In our examples we will have the following properties for .J. on A: 
(;) aJo = o, alb= bJa, 
(ii) aJb o if a or bE Eu I (only subatomic actions communicate) 
(iii) aJb "/- o '"9 alb EI (communications Lead to internal actions) 
(iv) al (bJc) = (alb) Jc= o (no ternary communications) 
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Based on A and . I . :Ax A + A the following axioms of ACP describe communica-
ting processes. The most important equation is CMl: 
xllY = xll_y + yll_x + xJy. 
Here a new term xly occurs (as compared with the corresponding axiom of PA) 
which indicates that x and y must share their first step. 
co 
Restricting to (Eu I) this component x I y is always 8 and then disap-
pears, thus leading to equations corresponding to PA. 
ACP: X + y = y + X 
x + (y + z) (x + y) + z 
Al 
A2 
x + x = x A3 
(x + y).z x.z + y.z A4 
(x.y).z = x.(y.z) A5 
x + o = x A6 
8.x 8 A7 
alb bla Cl 
(aJb)Jc = aJ(blc) C2 
cla=C C3 
xJJy = xll_ y + yll_x + xJy CMl 
a[lx = a.x CM2 
(ax)ll_y = a(xJly) CM3 
( x + y) ll_ z = x [l z + y 11_ z CM4 
(ax)lb = (aJb).x CM5 
aJ(bx) = (aJb).x CM6 
(ax)J(by) (aJb).(xJly) CM7 
(x + y)!z xlz + yJz CMS 
xJ(y + z) xly + xJz CM9 
i.iH(a) a if atH 01 
aH(a) o if aEH 02 
aH(x + y) = aH(x) + aH(y) 03 
aH(x.y) = aH(x).aH(y) 04 
The operator aH, present for each H \;:; A, has the task of removing unsuccess-
ful communications. In terms of CSP: C!x I C?y = (y:=x), and H will contain 
both C ! x and C?y in order to ensure that in a8 [ P 1 11 ... II P n] no (subatomic) 
action like C!x or C?y is performed unless in appropriate communication with 
its counterpart. 
Just like for PA one can find models A (+, •, IL , II , I , cS) and 
w 
A (+,•,tL,11,1,cS) for n)l, and a projective ·limit A00 (+,•,LL,11,l,o). 
n 
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The substructures containing actions from Eu I only and without 'I ' are just 
(EUI) (+,·,ll,lll, 
w 
( E u I) ( + , • , lL , 11 ) and 
n 
(E u I) a,(+'.' LL' II) 
a, 
as they have been introduced in Section 1. In particular GB (E,I) can be 
a, 
seen as a substructure of A (= (E u I u H u { cS}) ) . 
The format of our applications is as follows: we are given some pro-
cesses P1 , ... ,Pk over A and some process Q over E. Q acts as a specification 
and has to be implemented using P1 , ... ,Pk. In order to do so we may provide 
some extra processes R1 , ... ,Re over A (subject to certain constraints) and 
take 
a, 
Now Q* will be in GB (E,I) and one has to show that modulo I-bisimulation 
congruence 
Q* = Q. 
This verifies the correctness of the implementation of Q on the basis of 
the P . ( i = 1 , ... , k) . 
l 
4.2. Locations. 
In order to understand the conditions that may be imposed on the auxiliary 
programs R1 , ... ,Re it is easiest to think of Q as a distributed system and 
to assume that each atomic act takes place at one of a finite set, say 
a,S,y, of locations. (Logically a location can be thought of as a finite set 
of ports.) This leads to a further partitioning of A: 
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Now communications between subatomic actions of different locations are re-
quired to yield o. Moreover, the auxiliary programs R1 , ... ,Re may use actions 
of one location only, i.e. these are local programs that manufacture the dis-
tributed system Q* using the P1 , ... ,Pk which connect the different locations. 
In the terminology of communication protocols: the P1 , ... ,Pk are media, 
the R1 , ... ,Re are senders, receivers etc., and Q is a protocol to be imple-
mented. Proving 
then stands for showing the correctness of the implementation of the protocol. 
5. EXAMPLE: CONNECTING TWO BAGS 
For two locations a and Band a (finite) set of data D, the bag BaB is a 
channel which receives data d at a (action da for d ED) and delivers these 
data at B (action dB). BaB will deliver all data it has been offered but in 
arbitrary order. 
The action alphabet involved is just Dau DB. The bag is described (ac-
cording to [7]) by the following fixed point equation: 
cxB 
B = I 
dE D 
Now consider a network consisting of two bags: 
The bags are connected because at location B the communication function is 
defined as follows: 
This leads to the following alphabet of actions: 
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Location external internal subatomic 
actions actions actions 
a Da 51 51 
s 51 DS DS 
-
y Dy 51 51 
E = Da unY I = DS H = nS 
-
as ll Sy . The construct aH(B B ) will now realise a bag-connection between a and y. 
In order to see that aH(BaSllBSY) acts like a bag again, note that a com-
. . as dslds d "b . 1 f aS Sy munication = at S escri es passing a va ue d rom B to B . 
To verify formally that \<BaSIIBSy) is externally equivalent with Bay 
one first derives within ACP a fixed point equation for B = aH(BaSIIBSy): 
B l da( (~s .dY) IIB). 
dED 
The proof rests on induction on n, working modulo n. We omit the straight-
forward but lengthy details. 
CX) 
Because B satisfies a guarded fixed point equation, Bis in GB (E,I). 
We will now restrict our attention to GB<X>(E,I) where both Bay and B exist. 
Working modulo -I we observe that 
B = l da(~s.dyl!B) = 
dED 
I (da~SaY[L B) +-+I (*) 
dED. 
l da(dYIIB). 
dED 
a s y a y (*): this equivalence follows from d d d ~ d d and the fact that ~I is 
a, - I 
a congruence on GB (E,I) (+, •, [J_, II). 
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Now from Theorem 3.7.2 it follows that B ~I Bay as they are both solutions 
of the guarded E-equation 
x = l da(dyllx). 
dED 
6. EXAMPLE: A SIMPLE COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL 
Here we are dealing with two locations a and a. These locations are connec-
ted by two media c1 and c2 : 
Cl 
-c:==:::J-
a a 
-c::=::::=:::J-
c2 
The problem is to implement a communication protocol T which transmits data 
d E {0,1} from a to Sand acknowledges at a when data have been received at a. 
The external alphabet Eis {0,1,Q,!,a} where 0,1,a are actions at loca-
tion a and Q,! at location a. Then T should externally have the behaviour 
specified by this recursion equation: 
T = (0.0 + l.l)a.T. 
In a figure: 
0 0 
T 
:: ) ~ ) l l 1 1 a 
The channels c1 and c2 are as follows:_ 
Here s,t,u are subatomic actions at location a and~,!,~ are subatomic ac-
tions at location a. Thus c1 permits a+ a transmission of sort and c2 
permits S + a transmission of a single signal u. 
We will implement T by means of two auxiliary processes: A, a sender 
using actions for location a only and B, a receiver using only actions for 
location a. The actions of A and Bare the following: 
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A B 
0 receive 0 0 send 0 outside 
1 receive 1 1 send 1 outside 
a acknowledge a 
s offer s to Cl s expect s from Cl 
-
t offer t to Cl t expect t from Cl 
u expect u from c2 u of.fer u to c 2 
Internal actions are: 
50 A signals s to c 1 50 B receives s from Cl 
to A signals t to c 1 tO B receives t from Cl 
uo A receives v .from c2 uo B signals v to c 2 
The architecture of the implementation of Tis as follows: 
where H = {s,t,u,~,!,~}. Moreover E = {0,1,£,!,a} and I= {s0 ,t0 ,u0 ,~0 ,!0 ,~0 }. 
The aim is to have A and B such that working in GB00 (E,I)/~1 : 
We choose A and Bas follows: 
A= (O.s + l.t)uaA 
B = (s.O + !-!)~B. 
00 
Now working in (E UIUH) and writing T* for aH(Al!Bllc1 11c2 ) one easily 
proves: 
T* = (O.s.~.£ + l.t.!-!)~uT*. 
00 
Working modulo :t:::t1 in GB (E,I) we see that: 
T* = (O.s.~.Q-~.u + l.t.!·!·~-u)aT* -..1 (0.0 + l.!)aT* 
because Os§Q~u ~I 0£ and lttlyu ~I l!. 
Now T* and T satisfy the same guarded E-fixed point equation and thus 
00 
coincide in GB (E,I)/7 by virtue of Theorem 3.7.2. 
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7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 
7 .1. Process algebra as used in this paper has three sources. MILNER [13] 
works with an algebraic formalism in which the operators of process algebra 
are present (except tL). In DE BAKKER & ZUCKER f3,4] topological methods are 
used to provide a semantics for systems from MILNER U3]. In [5] the present 
authors provide an algebraic reconstruction of this semantics as a projecti-
ve limit (A00 of the present paper). In [6] ACP was introduced, and in [7] 
value passing in ACP has been treated. 
Concerning the abstraction mechanism that we use: bisimulation occurs 
earlier in MILNER [14] and PARK [15] (however not in the presence of internal 
actions). The use of bisimulation as an abstraction mechanism might be a 
novelty of the present paper. 
7.2. On various concepts of processes. 
The notion of a process is inherently vague up to now. Our algebraic approach 
is best understood as an axiomatic one in which the nature of processes is 
00 
left vague but their properties can be discussed. The 'standard' model A 
is in our view nothing more than some model of ACP. It must be admitted how-
00 
ever that A combines several particular features which give it a special 
status at the moment. 
Milner's approach in U3] is rather modeltheoretic in spirit, processes 
as terms or congruence classes come first and equations are derived afterwards. 
These equations then are more appealing to the human eye than the. sem~ntics 
thus giving CCS an axiomatic flavour as well. 
Quite different points of view occur in PRATT[16] and BROCK & ACKERMAN [8 ] . 
There processes occur as scenario's. Scenario's provide a nontrivial generali-
zation of trace theory (to be discussed below as well). Scenario's allow true 
simultaneity of actions, even at an atomic level. The price to be paid for 
this is that scenario's are a hard medium for explicit calculation. 
It seems to be the case that ACP and the likes are about "sequential" 
concurrent process theory and that scenario's are aiming one level higher, 
at the description of true concurrency. The key point here is that a substan-
tial range of phenomena about concurrency and communication can already be 
described at the "sequential" level (as do CSP, CCS, and also our ACP). 
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The mathematics of that range requires substantial attention at the present 
stage of development. For this purpose we restrict our attention to ACP, and 
leave the development of more sophisticated notions (like the conceptually 
superior scenario's) for later work. 
In ARNOLD [l], BACK & MANNILA [ 2] and REM (17] one finds trace theories of 
processes. In a trace theory the semantics of a process is a set of (pas~ 
sible execution traces. The advantage of trace theory is that it is mathe-
matically simple. The disadvantage is its less sophisticated treatment of 
communication refected in an absence of a proper treatment of deadlock and 
termination, as BACK & MANNILA [2] explicitly state. 
7.3. Abstraction theory. 
This issue is of considerable importance. (In PRATT (16] it is argued that 
the presence of workable abstraction tools is a fundamental criterion for 
any algorithmic theory of processes.) Especially in specification and 
standardization of communication protocols, abstraction from low level im-
plementation details is essential. The mathematics of these matters is at 
present not well-understood. 
An important contribution is observational equivalence as defined by 
MILNER [1] in his pioneering study on CCS. Our present paper aims at an 
algebraic background for Milner's work. 
Many problems are left. We mention two of these: 
(1) How to eliminate internal steps from this process: 
a(ib + ic). 
HENNESSY [9] and MILNE (12] discuss these matters using an operator e. 
In our view a proper algebraic understanding (of~) is not yet present how-
ever. 
(2) Secondly, processes may well contain infinitely long traces of internal 
steps. Which hiding mechanisms apply here? Stated differently: who is x, 
with x =a+ ix? 
Finally it should be said that it is quite mysterious to us how notions 
of fairness and real-time computation can be added to the present framework. 
Especially real-time computation may require an entire redesign of the for-
malism. 
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8. APPENDIX: AN ALGEBRAIC CHARACTERIZATION OF BISIMULATION MODULO INTERNAL 
STEPS FOR FINITE PROCESSES 
8.0. Introductiqn. 
In the first part of this note we will give for finite and acyclic process 
graphs (fA, see Section 2.1) a characterization of the notion of bisimula-
tion modulo internal steps as introduced in section 3.1. 
This characterization will take the following form: two process graphs 
g 1 ,g2 E fA are in bisimulation modulo I (g1 ~I g 2 ) iff g1 ,g2 can be reduced 
to identical 'normal' graphs, via a certain simplification procedure defined 
on graphs. The normal graph of a graph g is not only bisimulation equivalent 
mod. I with g, but is also the unique minimal (w.r.t. the number of nodes) 
graph with that property. 
8. °'· l . Example. 
Let g 1 be: 
b a 
1 
b 
3 
Then g1 ~I g 2 as indicated by the numbering of the nodes (node i in g1 is 
in the intended bisimulation relation connected to all nodes i in g 2 and 
vice versa) . 
Both g1 and g 2 reduce to the normal graph g: 
g 0 
a 
2 
C 
,4 
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In the second part of this note we derive as a corollary of the characte-
rization of bisimulation for process graphs, a complete axiomatization for 
process terms with internal steps (more precisely, for the congruence ~I 
in G (E,I), see '3.4). This axiomatization is in addition to Al-5,Ml-4 ·(the 
(I) 
axioms of PA) given by the axioms 
i j Il 
Xi= X I2 
ix+ x = ix I3 
a(ix + y) +ax= a(ix + y) I4 
(Here a EE, the set of external actions, and i, j EI, the set of internal 
actions.) 
Apart from minor differences, these axioms Il-4 occur as the •,-laws' 
in MILNER (13] (Theorem 7.13) and in HENNESSY &MILtJER (10]. This is not sur-
prising, since it will not be hard to prove that the notion of 'observational 
equivalence' (in the presence of T's) coincides with the notion of bisimula-
tion (modulo I), at least for finite processes. Furthermore, our concept 
'externally guarded' is called in (13], 'stable'. 
The treatment below via process graphs makes the axioms Il-4 very per-
spicuous. The axiom I3 corresponds to the fact that in a process graph g the 
subgraph of the form g1 may be replaced by g 2 , while preserving bisimulation 
mod. I: 
(iEI, UEEUI) 
Likewise I4 corresponds to the replaceability of 
by 
8.1. A characterization of bisimulation modulo I on fA. 
In the sequel, up to Theorem 8.2.2, we suppose for simplicity that I= {i}. 
Before defining the reduction procedure for process graphs, we need some 
terminology. 
8. l. l. DEFINITION. Let g E f A. 
(i) A subgraph g' of g consists of an arbitrary subset of the set of edges 
of g (plus their labels EA) together with the nodes belonging to these 
edges. 
(ii) Let s E NODES (g). Then g is the subgraph of g consisting of all nodes 
s 
and edges of g which are 'below' s (including s itself) in the obvious sense. 
We will call gs a full subgraph. 
(iii) An arcing is a subgraph of the form 
n;;, 0 times i 
u u 
m ;;,o times i 
where u E E u I. The u-edge at the left is called the primary edge of the arc, 
the other edges are called secondary edges. 
u (iv) If in (iii) n = m = 0 the arc has the form••===!)~••• and is called a 
u 
double edge. 
(v) If in (iii) n + m = 1 the arc has the form 
or 
u 
and is called an elementary arc. 
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We will now define a simplification procedure on process graphs in yA, 
consisting of three basic simplification rules (or 'reduction' rules). 
One of these rules is stated in terms of identifying a pair of nodes s 1 ,s2 , 
which intuitively means that s 1 ,s2 are glued together; e.g. g1 yields g 2 af-
ter identifying s 1 ,s2 in the following example: 
a i 
b 
8.1.2. DEFINITION. On the set yA of process graphs we define the following 
three reduction relations: 
[ i] Sharing. Let g E yA contain nodes s 1 , s 2 such that gs1 is isomorphic 
to gs2 . Then g reduces tog' where s 1 ,s2 are identified. 
(Note that again g' E yA, by the isomorphism condition.) 
[ ii] Removal of deterministic internal steps. 
If 5r i >es 2occurs in g and the outdegree of s 1 is one (i.e. the displayed 
i-step is a 'deterministic' internal step), then s 1 ,s2 may be identified 
after removal of the i-edge. 
[iii] Arc reduction. In an arc the primary edge may be deleted. 
I.e. the subgraph 
t: ... :1 (n ~ 0 times i) (m ~ 0 times i) 
.1 1 
may be replaced by 
i i 
~ ... I u 
~ ... J 
i i 
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8.1.3. NOTATION. If g1 reduces to g 2 by one application of [i] sharing, 
[ii] deterministic i-removal, or [iii] arc reduction we write g1 ~g2 . 
(According to which of the three, we write sometimes g1 ~ g 2 , etc.) 
If g1 reduces to· g 2 by an arbitrary number of these reduction 'steps' ,·pos-
sibly zero, we write g1 ~)g2 . (So ~is the transitive reflexive closure 
of~.) 
8 .1. 4 • EXAMPLES . [ i] [ i] 
(ii) Likewise one proves that 
\ I 
~ 
(iii) [ ii] 
b 
d 
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(iv) 
i 
a a 
a 
C 
The next theorem states the soundness of process graph reduction w.r.t 
bisimulation modulo I. The proof is routine. 
In order to prove the completeness of process graph reduction we first 
prove the following fact. 
8.1.6. THEOREM. (i) Every process graph reduction g1 ~ g 2 ~ ..• must termi-
nate eventually. 
(ii) Process graph reductions are con.fluent (or: have the Church-Rosser pro-
perty). I.e. i.f g 1~> g 2 and g1~g3, then .for some g 4 we have g 2 ~g4 and 
g3~>g4• 
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(iii) Every g E f;A can be reduced to a normal, graph g' (i.e. a process graph 
from which no further reduction steps are possible), which is unique in that 
respect. 
PROOF. (i) is immediate since in every reduction step the number of nodes 
or the number of edges (or both) decreases. 
(iii) By (i) every g reduces to a normal graph. By (ii) the unicity follows 
(two normal graphs can only have a common reduct if they coincide). 
The hard part of this proof is to establish (ii). By the well-known 
Lemma of Newman (see e.g. [11]) it suffices, in view of the termination pro-
perty proved in (i) , to establish the weaker form of (ii) where "g1 ~>g2 
and g ~> g " is replaced by "g ~ g and g --+ g "· 1 3 1 2 1 3 . 
(The 'Weak Church-Rosser' property.) 
According to whether g1• g 2 and g1----')- g 3 are [i]-,[ii]- or [iii]-reduc-
tion steps (see Definition 8.1.2), we must check six cases: 
(1) [i]- versus [i]-reduction 
( 2) [i]- versus [ ii]-reduction 
(3) [i]- versus [ iii]-reduction 
(4) [ii]- versus [ii]-reduction 
(5) [ii]- versus [iii]-reduction 
(6) [ iii]- versus [ iii]-reduction. 
The cases not involving [i] are easy. Case (4) is the most easy of them. A 
typical example of (5) is 
,· I 
\' 
,' \ i 
I\ 
I \ 
. \ I I ii] 
\ I 
\ ' 
I\ 
I \ 
A typical example of (6) is 
a 
[ iii] 
a a 
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[ iii] 
.I [ii] 
\ I 
\ 
[ iii] 
[ iii] 
[ iii] 
[ iii] 
a 
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The proofs for the cases (1), (2), (3) have a common feature. We will start 
with case (2): 
Now let g = 
1 where gs ,gs are isomorphic and the 1 2 
g1 • g 2 step identifies s 1 ,s2 . Sup-
pose g1 ---+ g 3 contracts an i-step in, 
say, g . For the sake of exposition, 
sl 
let g and g first be disjoint sub-
sl s2 
graphs of g 1 . Then there is no problem 
in finding a common reduct g 4 : first 
contract in g 3 the 'corresponding' i-
step in g (since g ,g are isomor-
s2 sl s2 
phic, this corresponding i-step is 
there), and now a [i]-reduction can again be applied: 
[ii] 
[ i] 
g ------g' 
2 [ii] 2 [ii] 
g' 
3 l Ii] 
In t:he general case in which g ,g need not be disjoint, we proceed as 
sl s2 
follows. Let¢: gs 
1 
~ g be the given isomorphism. 
s2 
(See figure below.) 
Example: g1 is 
Here t;he gt. (i = 1, .. ,4) are isomorphic; they may overlap. 
l. 
Now in order to 'compensate' for the reduction g1 [ ii] > g 3 , which 
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contracts say the i-step in gt, all the 'corresponding' i-steps have to be 
2 
contracted, where 'corresponding' refers to the steps related by$- That is, 
in the example above the displayed i-steps in g (j = 1,3,4) have to be con-
t. 
J 
tracted in order to reestablish the isomorphism between gs ,gs and to make 
1 2 
an identification of s 1 ,s2 in g3 again possible: 
gl [ ii] g3 ! [ ii] 
le ii] 
[ i] 
! [ ii] 
g' 3 l [ i] 
g2 [ ii] [ ii] [ii] [ii]g4 
Case (1) can be treated similarly to case (2). This is also true for case (3), 
but here we have to make one additional remark: consider a situation as in 
the last example, where the i-step is now an arc (see next figure). 
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Again we want to leave out the primary steps of all these by <I> to each other 
related arcs. This is only possible if <I> does not confuse primary and seconda-
ry edges in an arc; for otherwise removal of the primary step in one arc could 
destroy another arc in the <1>-orbit. However, for our acyclic process graphs 
it is clear that this phenomenon does not occur, in a nontrivial arc (i.e. 
an arc which is not a 'double edge'). 
(Remark: indeed this confusion of primary and secondary steps in related arcs 
may be the case if cycles would be permitted in our process graphs; consider 
e.g.: 
s1 i s2 
a a 
i 
i 
Now removal of the left a-edge destroys the other arc, of which the right a-
edge is the primary edge. ) D 
In order to prove the characterization theorem 8.1.10, we must prove 
that two normal process graphs which are in bisimulation modulo I, must be 
identical. 
8 .1. 7. DEFINITION. Let g E ~A. 
(i) A bisimulation mod.I between g and itself, is called an autobisimulation. 
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(ii) g is a rigid process graph if it can only be in autobisimulation with 
itself via the identity relation. 
8.1.8. EXAMPLE .. The following process graph is not rigid since it admits the 
displayed nontrivial autobisimulation: 
b 
8.1.9. THEOREM. (i) Normal. process graphs are rigid. 
(ii) If g1 ,gr2 are normal. process graphs and g1 ~I g 2, then g1 and g 2 are 
identical.. 
PROOF. We prove (i), (ii) simultaneously. In order to do so, we use the abbre-
viations 
R(n): 'a normal process graph with n nodes is rigid' (n):l), 
U(n): 'two normal process graphs g1 and g 2 , both with less than n nodes, such 
that g 1 .,,_ I g 2 , are identical' (n ~ 2) . 
With induction on n > 1 we will prove the assertion R(n) & U (n + 1). 
Basis. R(l) & U(2): trivial. 
Induction step. Suppose, as induction hypothesis, that R(k) & U(k+l) is 
proved for l~k~n. To prove: R(n+l) & U(n+2). First we prove R(n+l). 
Consider a normal g with card (g) (= cardinality of NODES (g)) = n + 1, 
and suppose g is not rigid. Then g contains distinct nodes s,t that bisimulate 
mod.I (i.e. gs -I gt). Clearly gs,gt are as subgraphs of the normal graph g, 
again normal. 
Claim: one of s,t, says, must be the root of g. For if not then both 
card(g ), card(g) <n+l, hence U(n+l) (part of the induction hypothesis) 
s t 
applies tog ,g, yielding g =gt.But then g would be not normal as it con-
s t s 
tains two nodes with isomorphic full subgraphs. 
So lets be the root of g (see figure below) and consider a path TI from 
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s tot. This path can only contain internal steps, otherwise via a simple 
argument there would be also an external step below t, hence 2 external steps 
belows, hence 2 external steps below t, hence 3,4, ... etc. 
Since g is a normal graph, the first i-step of n cannot be deterministic. 
So g is 
s 
\ 
\ 
\ 
A 
Here u EE u I. Say u = a EA. {The case u = i EI) is similar.) Then since 
g = g ~ g, g must contain a path as indicated: 
s I t t 
s 
k~O times 
g t>Otim 
where gs' ~I gt', so by another appeal to Un+ 1 we have in fact a coinciden-
ce of s' ,t'. that is, g has the form: 
s g 
I 
But then g contains an arc, in contradiction with the assumption that g is 
normal. This proves R (n + 1) . 
Next to prove U (n + 2). So let g 1 ,g2 be two normal graphs, g1 - 1 g 2 
and card(g1 ) ,card(g2 ) ~n+l. By R(n+l) therefore, g1 and g 2 are rigid. 
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This entails that the given bisimulation R between g1 and g 2 must be in fact 
a bijection. Therefore we may suppose card(g1 ) = card(g2 ) = n + 1. The remain-
der of the argument that g1 = g 2 is an application of similar arguments as 
before. D 
Now we can prove the 'completeness' of process graph reduction, that is: 
8.1.10. THEOREM. Let g1 ,g2 E[;A. Then the .foUowing ar>e equivalent: 
( i) gl ~I g2 
(ii) g1 and g 2 reduce to the same normal process graph. 
(iii) g1 and g 2 can be converted to each other> by means of the process graph 
reductions in Definition 8.1.1. 
PROOF. (ii) -# (iii) follows from Theorem 8.1.6. Further, (ii) ~ (i) follows 
from Theorem 8.1.5. It remains to prove (i) ~(ii), or: not(ii) • not(i). 
So suppose g 1 and g 2 reduce to unequal normal graphs gi,g2 respectively. By 
Theorem 8.1.9, gi #:!-1 g2; hence by Theorem 8.1.5, g1 ~I g 2 . D 
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8.2. An axiomatization for the congruence~ on G (E,I). I - w 
In order to transpose this characterization of bisimulation for process graphs 
to process terms, we must first note that while some graphs obviously corre-
spond (in a dire'ct way) to terms, e.g. 
corresponds to (ac + bd)e, 
not every graph corresponds to a term; the simplest such graph is 
d 
For use in Section 8.2 we will now analyse arc reductions in terms of 
elementary arc reductions as defined in 8.1.1. 
8.1.11. PROPOSITION. Let gl,g2EgA_ Then gl ~I g2 iff gland g2 ay,e inter-
convertible by means of the following Y'eductions: 
(i] sharing (as in Definition 8.1.2) 
[ii] removal of deterministic i-steps (as in Definition 8.1.2) 
The elementay,y arc reductions: 
[ iiia] 
[ iiib] /l 
[iiic] 
PROOF. Every arc can be filled up with elementary arcs, e.g.: 
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may yield 
u 
Therefore every arc reduction g1 [iii] ) g 2 can be replaced by a conver-
sion consisting of elementary arc reductions of type [ iiiab] (= [ iiia] or 
[ iiib]) : 
We recall the definition in 2.1 of [ D which assigns to a graph g a term 
[g], essentially by making g into a tree and then taking the term correspon-
ding to this tree. Thus, if 
g = , then [g] =de+ a(bc + e). 
d 
e 
8.2.1. THEOREM. Bisimulation (modulo I) equivalence on A is completely 
w 
axiomatized by the following equations: 
c[i] ~I c[j] Il 
c[xi] ~I c[x] I2 
c[ix + x] - c[ix] I3 
-r 
c[ax + a(ix + y}] ~I c[a(ix + y)] I4 
Here c[ l is an arbitrary +,•-context. 
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PROOF. Soundness of the axioms is clear. For the completeness, let t 1 ,t2 eA00 
and t 1 ~I t 2 • Consider g1 ,g2 E yA such that [g1 ]I= t 1 and [g2 l = t 2 . 
Then g1 ~ 1 g 2 . By Proposition 8.1.11, g1 and g 2 are interconvertible via re-
duction steps [i.], [ii], [iiia,b,c]. These reduction steps are transfered by 
by [ ]I into applications of the axioms in question. 
[ D 
A 
w I* 12 
13 14 l[g]I 
Namely, let g ~ g' by: 
[ i] 
[ ii] 
[ iiic] 
[ iiia] 
sharing. Then [g] = [g']. 
contraction of a deterministic i-step. Then either 
[ g] = ix and [ g' ] = x , 
or there is some +,•-context c[ ] such that 
[ g ] = c [ xi ] and [ g ' ] = c [ x ] . 
Then [g] = c[uz + uz] = c[x + x] and [g'] = c[uz] 
(Here z = [ Z]. ) 
Let z = [Z] and y = [Y]. ) 
i 
= c[x]. 
Then [g]] = c[uz + i(uz + y)] = c[x + i(x + y)] 
and [g'] = c[i(uz + y)] = c[i(x + y)]; 
or, if Z is empty: [g] = c[u + i(u + y)] = 
c[x + i(x + y)] and [g'] = c[i(x + y)]; 
or, if Y is empty, [g] = c[x + ix] and [g'] = c[ix]. 
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[ iiib] Then [gD = c[uz + u(iz + y)] and [g'D= 
c[u(iz + y)]; or if Z is empty, [gD = 
c[u + u(i + y)] and [g'] = c[u(i + y)]. 
u 
Thus we find that ~I on Aw is the transitive reflexive closure of the 
following equation schemes: 
(1) ix~ X 
(2) c[xi] ~ c[x] 
(3) c[x + x] t:z c[x] 
(4) c[x + i(x + y)] ~ c[i(x 
(5) c[x + ix]~ c[ ix] 
+ y)] 
(6) c[uz + u(iz + y)] ~ c[u(iz + y)] 
(7) c[u + u(i + y)]== c[u(i + y)] 
(8) c[i]~c[j] 
where u E E u I, i, j E- I and c [ ] is a +, •-context. Note that (1) is not applied 
in a context. Further, 
from (5): 
(3) holds already in A. Equation scheme (4) follows 
w 
(5) (5) 
c[x + i (x + y)] ~ c[x + x + y + i (x + y)] ~ c[x + y + i (x + y)] ~ 
c[i(x + y)]. 
Equation scheme (6) needs only to be given for u = aEE, because the case u = i 
follows by taking iz for x in (4); likewise (7) follows from (6) by taking z = i 
and applying (2). This proves the theorem. • 
For externally guarded terms (see 3.2) the equation I* in the preceding 
theorem is not necessary. Hence we arrive at the following complete axiomati-
zation of bisimulation modulo I on guarded terms; by section 3.4 bisimulation 
is a congruence for such terms, even in the presence of the operators lL and 
II 
8.2.2. COROLLARY. The congruence bisimulation modulo I on the algebra of fi-
nite, guarded processes G (E, I) (+, ·, lL ,Ill is completely axiomat1:zed by the 
w 
.following equations: 
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PAI: 
x+y=y+x 
x + (y + z) (x + y) + z 
X + X = X 
(x + y).z = x.z + y.z 
(x.y).z = x.(y.z) 
XII y = Xu_ y + y u_ X 
a[lx = a.x 
ax[ly = a(xllYl 
(x + y)[lz = xll_z + y[lz 
i j 
Xl X 
ix+ x ix 
a(ix + y) + ax a(ix + y) 
Al 
A2 
A3 
A4 
A5 
Ml 
M2 
M3 
M4 
Il 
!2 
!3 
!4 
8.2.3. COROLLARY. In the initial algebra AI of 
w I 
bisimulatfon modulo I. On the subalgebra o.f A 
w 
PAI, equality of terms implies 
of guarded terms, equality 
words, Gw (E,I) (+, •, lL, II )/-I coincides w,'.th bisimulation modulo I; in other 
I 
can be isomorphically embedded in A. • 
w 
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